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Introduction
The EU Gender Equality Strategy 2020-2025 (published on 5 March 2020) presents strategic objectives and actions to make significant progress by 2025 towards a gender-equal
Europe. The goal is a Union where women and men, girls and boys, in all their diversity, are
free to pursue their chosen path in life, have equal opportunities to thrive, and can equally
participate in and lead our European society. The Strategy pursues a dual approach of gender mainstreaming combined with targeted actions, and intersectionality is a horizontal
principle for its implementation.
With this in mind, for some categories of legal entities which apply to participate in Horizon Europe (public institutions, such as research funding organisations, national ministries
or other public entities, including public for-profit organisations; public and private higher
education establishments; public and private research organisations) the Commission has
made it mandatory to adopt a Gender Equality Plan (GEP) or equivalent strategy in order
to be able to benefit from funding.
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Similarly, the National Recovery and Resilience Plan (NRRP) and correlated National
Gender Equality Strategy 2021-2025 recognise gender equality as one of the key issues for
the future development of the country, from school age through to the employment market.
In particular, Mission 4 of the NRRP, dedicated to education and research as widely documented, also includes increasing the number of women involved in Italian research. For
this reason, access to the funding of the NRRP programmes is only permitted to universities,
research bodies and other public or private entities that have adopted, or plan to adopt in
the first year of the project, ‘Gender Budgeting’ processes and a ‘Gender Equality Plan’, a
prerequisite for all Horizon projects.
The IFAB Foundation, set up in 2020 at the height of the pandemic, is launching its first
Gender Equality Plan and Gender Budget at the same time. The analysis of the latest
advancements will therefore form an integral part of the actions to be carried out, as part of
the gradual expansion of these and their monitoring using specific indicators.
The GEP, as a tool for identifying the IFAB gender equality strategy, involves the implementation of actions and projects designed to reduce gender asymmetry, from human resource
development to institutional governance and through to the allocation of funding for research. More specifically, this first IFAB GEP relates to the 2022-2024 period and will be
updated every three years with the aim of slowly but surely working towards the goal of
ensuring gender equality in all of the Foundation’s activities.
The monitoring of individual actions will be outlined in an annual Report presented to the
Board of Directors.
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Context
The identification of the objectives and actions to carry out in the 2022-24 three-year period
takes account of the current organisational structure of the Foundation.
In any case, the GEP was drafted on the basis of the five thematic areas recommended by
the European Commission:
1. Work-life balance and organisational culture
2. Gender balance in leadership and decision-making
3. Gender equality in recruitment and career progression
4. Integration of the gender dimension into research and teaching content
5. Measures against gender-based violence including sexual harassment
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The first area, Work-life balance and organisational culture, seeks to implement the policies required to guarantee an open organisation and an inclusive work and study environment in balance with the private lives of workers, using practices such as flexible working
hours or support for parents and care activities.
The second area, Gender balance in leadership and decision-making, pursues an increase in the number of women in leadership and decision-making positions, promoting
rule changes, the introduction of measures to support gender balance in the main bodies
and structures, and gender equality in the organisation and hosting of scientific events.
The third area, Gender equality in recruitment and career progression, aims to review recruitment and competitive exam procedures and train working groups with the elimination
of any prejudices in order to ensure that men and women are given equal career development and progression opportunities.
The fourth area, Integration of the gender dimension into research and teaching content,
identifies the measures designed to ensure the gender dimension is taken into consideration
in research and teaching.
The fifth area, Measures against gender-based violence including sexual harassment,
promotes behaviour that is always respectful of people’s dignity, indicating how incidents
of sexual harassment can be reported, the procedure for punishing them, what information
and support to provide to victims, and how the entire organisation can be mobilised to establish a zero tolerance culture with regard to sexual harassment and violence.
These five areas will be translated into objectives and related actions. These planned actions will be provided with the needed financial resources, if required, also taking into account the outcomes of the analysis of the starting points.
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IFAB GEP 2022/24
•

Area 1
Work-life balance and organisational culture

•

Area 2
Gender balance in leadership and decision-making

•

Area 3
Gender equality in recruitment and career progression

•

Area 4
Integration of the gender dimension into research and teaching content

•

Area 5
Measures against gender-based violence including sexual harassment
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AREA 1

Work-life balance and organisational culture

Objective: facilitate the work-study-life balance
ACTION

CONSOLIDATION OF AGILE WORKING METHODS
(E.G. TELECOMMUTING, SMART WORKING, PART TIME
WORK, FLEXIBLE HOURS, ETC.)

DIRECT TARGET

Personnel

INDIRECT TARGET

Families, Society

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Chairman, Director

HUMAN RESOURCES

Chairman, Director, Personnel

OUTPUT

Agile working regulation

INDICATORS AND TARGET

Approval of rule by Board of Directors

TIMELINE

2022
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AREA 2

Gender balance in leadership and decision-making

Objective: improve internal decision-making processes for
greater gender equality
ACTION

INTRODUCTION OF THE ISSUE OF GENDER EQUALITY
WHEN DEFINING THE COMPOSITION OF COMPANY
BODIES (BOARD OF DIRECTORS, BOARD OF
STATUTORY AUDITORS, ISB)

DIRECT TARGET

IFAB Community

INDIRECT TARGET

Recipients of decision-making processes

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Chairman, Board of Directors

HUMAN RESOURCES

Director, Personnel

OUTPUT

Change to articles of association and current rules to ensure
greater gender balance

INDICATORS AND TARGET

Board of Directors resolution to approve guidelines
Specific numeric KPIs included in the annual report

TIMELINE

2022
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AREA 3

Gender equality in recruitment and career progression

Objective: promotion of measures designed to support gender
balance in recruitment
ACTION

TRAINING FOR STAFF INVOLVED IN RECRUITMENT

DIRECT TARGET

Director

INDIRECT TARGET

Society

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Director

HUMAN RESOURCES

Director, Personnel

OUTPUT

Training modules on topics connected with respect for
equal opportunities in recruitment

INDICATORS AND TARGET

1 annual event

TIMELINE

2022-24
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AREA 4

Integration of the gender dimension into research
and teaching content

Objective: strengthen and promote the work of female researchers
at all levels
ACTION 1

PROMOTION OF GENDER EQUALITY IN THE
COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEES THAT EVALUATE
THE PROJECTS FUNDED BY THE FOUNDATION

DIRECT TARGET

Researchers

INDIRECT TARGET

IFAB Community

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Chairman, Director

HUMAN RESOURCES

Director, Personnel

OUTPUT

Evaluation committees composed with respect for gender
equality (ideally 40% female presence)

INDICATORS AND TARGET

Balanced representation of both genders on evaluation
committees

TIMELINE

2022-24

ACTION 2

REALISATION OF ONE OR MORE MOMENTS OF
AWARENESS-RAISING ON GENDER PERSPECTIVE IN
RESEARCH, WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO BIG
DATA AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

DIRECT TARGET

Researchers

INDIRECT TARGET

IFAB Community, Society

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Chairman, Director

HUMAN RESOURCES

Personnel

OUTPUT

Events to raise awareness

INDICATORS AND TARGET

1 annual event

TIMELINE

2022-24
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AREA 5

Measures against gender-based violence including
sexual harassment

Objective: prevent, identify and manage discriminatory
behaviour in the IFAB community
ACTION

DEFINE A PROCEDURE FOR REPORTING
DISCRIMINATORY BEHAVIOUR

DIRECT TARGET

IFAB Community

INDIRECT TARGET

Families, Society

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

Chairman, Director, Board of Directors

HUMAN RESOURCES

Director, Personnel

OUTPUT

Procedure for reporting discriminatory behaviour

INDICATORS AND TARGET

Approval by the Board of Directors and online publication
and promotion

TIMELINE

2022
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L F O U N D AT I O N
B I G D ATA A N D A R T I F I C I A L I N T E L L I G E N C E
FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

data approvazione Consiglio
di Amministrazione

